Engaging with Others to Impact Results
Presented by Wendy Groll • Location: Park Library - Sarah & Daniel Opperman Auditorium
In this session, the topic of trust will be explored as the foundation of all
successful professional and personal relationships. Namely, when individuals trust
colleagues productivity, innovation, and job satisfaction increase. This session
will explore strategies in creating strong teams, supportive relationships, and a
cooperative work environment to enable you to meet your organizational and
personal goals.
Innovation through Diversity and Inclusion at Quicken Loans
Presented by Princess Sims • Location: UC Mackinaw
As studies suggest that diverse teams are more innovative, we’ll discuss how
Quicken Loans is currently engaging, developing, and retaining team members
to positively impact the long-term goals of our business. This session will discuss
strategies in how Quicken creates environments where all team members feel
empowered to share their ideas and ultimately cultivate innovation.

CONFERENCE AGENDA

July 23, 2019

Time			Event			Venue
10:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
Welcome 		
UC Rotunda
10:15 a.m. - Noon 		
Keynote: President Davies UC Rotunda
Noon - 1:00 p.m. 		
Lunch 			
UC Rotunda
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Program Session #1
Various locations
2:00 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.
Break 			
Various locations
2:15 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
Program Session #2
Various locations
3:15 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Break 			
Various locations
3:30 p.m. - 4:20 p.m.
Wrap-up session		
UC Rotunda
4:20 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Ice Cream & Networking Various locations
The Enrollment & Student Services division and the P&A Council proudly present
the fifth annual Leadership Conference for Central Michigan University. This year’s
theme is centered around excellence and innovation. The planning committee
would like to thank you for your attendance at this year’s conference.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Rigor, relevance and excellence
Presented by President Robert O. Davies • Location: UC Rotunda
It was once said that the “central challenge for leadership is that mediocrity
is survivable.” While that may have been true in the past, in the rapidly
changing world of higher education, it is not the case today. We must
commit ourselves to excellence and constant innovation if we wish
to remain relevant in this new, hypercompetitive environment. In this
session, we’ll discuss ways we can each play a role in creating a culture of
innovation at Central that will ensure the success of our great university!

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
Boost Your People IQ: How To Lead The Five Types of People
Presented by Dr. Sherene McHenry • Location: UC Auditorium
If you ever want to scream “Why don’t people just do their job?”, are facing
burnout, or are in need of strategies for dealing with difficult people, you’ll
want to learn the strategies for working with High Flyers, Steady Gliders,
Lackers, Slackers and Hackers in this session.

A Mission of Engaging Learning: Supporting Connections that Matter
Presented by Dr. Jeremy Bond & Stephanie Bechtel • Location: UC Maroon
How do we keep attention on the critical connections between faculty and
students? With its operational emphasis on Engaging Learning, the new
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Support (CIS) is at the vanguard of
aligning all facets of the development, design, and delivery of curriculum,
teaching, learning, and demonstration to the university’s imperative of
nurturing student success. Namely, what happens in the virtual or physical
classroom is a foundational experience and a significant determinant upon
which student success is based. Come learn how CIS is leading faculty in
new and exciting ways to nurture an environment aimed at enhancing
student success.
Understanding Generation Z and How They are Changing Higher Education
Presented by Dr. Sarah Marshall & Dr. Nikki Hacker
Location: UC Lake St. Clair / UC Lake Huron
Born between 1995-2015, Generation Z populates our college campuses.
Generation Z characteristics, motivations, and learning styles differ greatly
from the Millennial generation. To more effectively understand today’s
college student, join us to learn about generational theory and the many
facets of Generation Z. This lively and participatory session will also overview
the implications of these characteristics on student-centered practice.
Why Internationalization at CMU?
Presented by Jennifer Evanuik • Location: UC Lakeshore
This session will explore what campus internationalization really means and
how it can benefit our students, faculty, staff, and university as a whole. Hear
about specific ways that staff can be involved in our internationalization
efforts, including engaging with and supporting international students, and
participate in an open dialogue to address questions and generate ideas on
this topic.

